GERMAN BED DESIGN

THE BERLIN SYSTEM

ADVANCED HYBRID TECHNOLOGY

FOR THE MOST LUXURIOUS SLEEP
FERDINAND PORSCHE • WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART • SIGMUND FREUD • ADOLF LOOS • LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN
OTTO WAGNER • GUSTAV KLIMT • JOHANN STRAUSS • FRIEDRICH HAYEK • OTTO PREMINGEN • FRANZ KAFKA
FRANZ SCHUBERT • BILLY WILDER • KARL POPPER • GUSTAV MAHLER • FRITZ LANG • JOSEPH HAYDN
THE BERLIN SYSTEM

Axel Bloom’s Berlin Sleep System combines the handsome lines of German bed design with the Austrian tradition of technical innovation, scientific thought, and artistic endeavor.

imagine sleeping on a cloud...
The Berlin was developed with the most advanced mattress hybrid technology to provide the ultimate sleep experience. Imagine sleeping on a cloud....

**The Hybrid Mattress Design.**

The design is a hybrid mattress made of more than 400 separated microsprings and four luxurious multi-foam layers to provide the most custom fit for your body support. Each microspring is individually wrapped in cloth to ensure quiet spring support. The darker colored microspring cloth covers are softer to cuddle the shoulder region. The paler colored covers are firmer to support the back region. The foam layers have asymmetrical air channel shapes, grooves, and ridges to cushion the body and move air to cool the sleep experience. A thick quilted mattress cover completely covers the mattress. It is hypoallergenic and infused with Aloe Vera at the factory. The cover can be removed, machine washed and dried to remove dust, perspiration and mites.

From the exterior, the mattress design has the conventional dimensions of a coil-spring mattress and therefore can replace an existing mattress. The mattress measures 9 inches thick in height.

The optional topper adds 3 inches to the thickness, for a total of 12 inches.

**Customization.**

The mattress can be further customized to provide a firmer support or a more luxurious comfort with an optional topper, which are sewn with piping along the edges to match with the mattress piping. Each half of the bed can have its own luxuriously soft or firm topper. A one-piece topper can also be made for the whole bed.
THE BERLIN MATTRESS

Multiple grooves for air flow & custom support

Hypoallergenic

Hygienic washable cover

Technologically advanced premium foam

400+ individually wrapped microsprings

Firm microsprings

Medium-firm microsprings for shoulder

9 inches thick
THE SYSTEM
ADVANCED HYBRID TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE MOST LUXURIOUS SLEEP
The Berlin Bed Design has a handsome and tall stance, integrated with an enclosed adjustable head, leg, and foot system. Imagine sleeping on a cloud...

This layering of microsprings and multi-foam structures allows the sleeper to enjoy the plush feel of a softer top layer plus the added support of firmer middle and bottom layers.

The Berlin System

The Berlin System was developed with three objectives in mind:

**Handsome Bed Frame**

Provide a complete advanced sleep system with the latest technology built into a handsome and strong bed frame. The height of the system is purposely made tall: between 21 ½ and 24 ½ inches from the floor to the top of the mattress. The higher dimension is with the optional mattress topper for additional firmness or softness. There is a choice of more than 20 fabrics to customize the look of the bed.

**Hybrid Technology**

Make a mattress which combines the best in foam and microspring technology. The inner mattress core is made of over four hundred microsprings for superior custom support. Each microspring is individually wrapped in cloth so each spring will not interfere with

- This layering of microsprings and multi-foam structures allows the sleeper to enjoy the plush feel of a softer top layer plus the added support of firmer middle and bottom layers.

**Infinitely Adjustable Bed**

Design a bed system which has the ultimate in utility and also preserves a clean and substantial look. This was accomplished by integrating into a fabric bed frame, an electronically adjustable bed base with a handset to control the heights of the head, shoulder and foot regions. The result: infinite possibilities which provide custom body positions for supreme comfort to sleep, read or watch TV. The adjustable mechanism is enclosed within the bed frame so the moving mechanism is not visible.
imagine sleeping on a cloud...

www.axelbloom.com